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By Mindy Klasky

Book View Cafe, United States, 2014. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****. A hot contemporary baseball romance by USA Today bestselling
author Mindy Klasky. Can an eager -May- land her downright sexy -December-? At age thirty-seven,
Zach is a veteran catcher in the last years of his contract, grateful for a no-trade clause that will let
him retire a star in Raleigh. Twenty-five-year-old Anna has grown up in the Rockets front office; her
grandfather has long groomed her to take over the team. When Zach finally realizes Anna is no
longer a star-struck kid, their passion flares like a game-winning grand slam. But after a freak
accident injures a young phenom and forces the team to land a new player, Anna must sacrifice
Zach for the Rockets, convincing him to forfeit his hard-won no-trade guarantee. There s hell to
pay. He s doing everything in his considerable seductive power to make her keep him-on the team
and in her bed. How can Anna and Zach live happily ever after when their romance will destroy the
team they love? The Diamond Brides Baseball Series: Each volume can be read on its own, and...
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ReviewsReviews

It becomes an incredible book that we actually have possibly study. It really is rally exciting throgh studying period of time. I am very easily could get a
satisfaction of reading through a written book.
-- Gianni Hoppe-- Gianni Hoppe

A really awesome pdf with perfect and lucid reasons. It is actually rally fascinating throgh reading period of time. Your lifestyle period will probably be
transform as soon as you total looking over this ebook.
-- Alford Kihn-- Alford Kihn
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